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The same contractor that made a bid for our Magical Bridge RFP charged Sunnyvale $4 million to build theirs just three years ago.  And we want to pay $10 million dollars for our Magical
Bridge playground? 

As a regular visitor to the Palo Alto and Sunnyvale MB playgrounds,I appreciate the inclusivity of the designs.  However there are two perfectly good, inclusive playgrounds ten mins north and
south of Rengstorff. 

I also get that construction prices are higher and this is a smaller job, which fewer contractors want. That said, Bothman has already built at least three of these, he knows exactly what it takes. 

I urge the council to strongly consider whether this is a good use of $8 million taxpayer dollars. Regardless of whether it comes from the park fund or not.   Surely there is a cheaper place to
build this park that has less utility complexity, which is what is driving up the costs . 

Best,

David. 
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As a followup and reference point, Bothman bid $7.5 million to build a very similar park in Santa Clara…just 6 months ago. 
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> On Jun 23, 2023, at 1:11 AM, David wrote:
> 
> The same contractor that made a bid for our Magical Bridge RFP charged Sunnyvale $4 million to build theirs just three years ago.  And we want to pay $10 million dollars for our Magical
Bridge playground? 
> 
> As a regular visitor to the Palo Alto and Sunnyvale MB playgrounds,I appreciate the inclusivity of the designs.  However there are two perfectly good, inclusive playgrounds ten mins north
and south of Rengstorff. 
> 
> I also get that construction prices are higher and this is a smaller job, which fewer contractors want. That said, Bothman has already built at least three of these, he knows exactly what it takes.
> 
> I urge the council to strongly consider whether this is a good use of $8 million taxpayer dollars. Regardless of whether it comes from the park fund or not.   Surely there is a cheaper place to
build this park that has less utility complexity, which is what is driving up the costs . 
> 
> Best,
> 
> David. 
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